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1. THE SITUATION


We are among the most expensive energy
producers



Our Oil fired generators are expensive and
pollutant



We have negligible capacity compared to the
demand and potential



The lack of energy is currently a major constraint
to the economic development and social
transformation of our Liberia

2. THE NEED FOR CHANGE
This situation needs to urgently change for the
better. But can we change it?
YES, as we have the opportunities and the potential
to change it.
All we need is to make some crucial choices and act
upon them.


Let’s see the opportunities that motivate us for
change, the potential we have and the
constraints that we are currently in the process of
overcoming.

3. THE OPPORTUNTIES


There is a huge unmet demand for energy both
locally and regionally



Expert estimates indicate that, as we speak now,
there is an unmet demand for about 843 MW of
power in the Monrovia grid alone



Sierra Leone and Guinea create about 450 MW of
extra demand while Ghana and Nigeria have a
shortfall of about 15,000 MW

OPPORTUNTIES ( CONT’D)


The CLSG grid which is on target to be
commissioned by 2020 creates huge opportunities
in terms of enabling us to access the regional
market very easily and efficiently



The WAPP is another enabling opportunity for
energy trade and marketing within the MRU and
ECOWAS regions.

4. THE POTENTIAL


Liberia is endowed with a huge potential for the
production of both affordable and clean energy
from its two rivers: St John and St Paul



Detailed studies made in the 1980s indicate that
we can produce up to 1,200 MW of power from
the St Paul River Basin alone



The 2014 reconnaissance study on St John’s
potential indicate up to 300MWs

THE POTENTIAL (CONT’D)


Among the cascade of St Paul’s power plants that can potentially
produce up to 1,200 MW, the 1982 study identifies four quick and
economically feasible sites: the Via storage, SP-2, SP-1B and the
expansion of Mount Coffee which was producing 64 MW by then
and is expanded to 88MW today



These sites had and still have the potential for up to 610 MW of
power.
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5. PRIORITIES


The study went further and identified the Via site
and the expansion of the Mt Coffee plant as top
priorities.



Building a reservoir at Via regulates the St Paul
River and enhances the viability of the down
stream projects



It also creates an opportunity to build a 4*33 or
132 MW power plant producing up to 680 GWh of
energy annually

PRIORITIES ( CONT’D)


In addition to the then 64 MW produced at MtC, the study
indicated that an additional 2*40 or 80 MW can be installed at
MtC



With the construction of the Via Reservoir, MtC can produce
up to 160 MW of power, uninterrupted through out the year.



Though the 64 MW will now increase to 88 MW with the
completion of the rehabilitation project , the potential to
produce 80 MW more remains intact.

6. OBSERVATIONS


There are huge opportunities to sell and/or export
energy and generate forex for the Liberian
economy



Liberia has also got a huge potential to produce
clean energy at very low costs ( estimated at less
than 0.08c/KWh)



More importantly, Liberia has invested in
conducting detailed studies and has a lot of
ready to implement projects especially at St Paul

7. THE CHALLENGES


Despite the opportunities and potentials, Liberia
has also got serious challenges that limit its
capabilities to develop the potentials and exploit
the opportunities.



The two key limitations are the lack of


technical skills to develop national plans, define
projects, execute, and then own and operate the
facilities, and



financial resources to fund such projects

8. THE STRATEGY


We cannot build these power plants because we
don’t have the financial and technical resources
to do so. But we can never acquire these
resources until we build the power plants and
unleash Liberia’s potential for economic
development and social transformation.



We need to take some deliberate action in order
to break this deadlock or vicious circle.

STRATEGY ( CONT’D)


A few years down the line, after the completion of
the current MtC project and the two priority
projects mentioned above, the LEC will become
a huge regional power with reasonably big asset
base and profitable operations enabling it to raise
funds (loan or capital) to further expand and
implement all the other projects on its own.



Today, the LEC asset base is being increased by
over $300M with the addition of the Hydro Plant at
Mount Coffee



It will also acquire substantial skills and experience
in running a regional utility company

STRATEGY (CONT’D)


The issue now is how do we get there from where we are now?
There is money and expertise in the market that can be acquired.
Our projections indicate that the LEC can very easily generate up
to USD 300 mln of revenue after the completion of these projects.

STRATEGY (CONT’D)

STRATEGY


Similarly, the St. John River has been evaluated
with 3 potential sites identified for a total of
300MW



The LEC is completing a Master Plan for Hydro
Development



A Master Plan for Transmission and Distribution is
also being completed.



Feasibility Studies and Design for one site of the St.
John is currently being finalized.

9. BRIDGING THE GAP


Mount Coffee is seasonal. Its output needs to be
complemented in the medium term. This could
serve 2 purposes:



Servicing of domestic and incoming investor
demand



Making the reliability of the power attractive to be
sold when the CLSG line is available.



The CLSG line offers an in-place route to the wider
West African market.

Mount Coffee – Potential Revenue

10. IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES


Additional generation, on and off-grid



Encouraging PPP in addressing:





Service management,



Loss reduction and revenue enhancement. This includes the
use of smart metering and the upgrade of the distribution
network



Vending opportunities across a growing network consisting of
45000 subscribers today but projected to grow to about
200000 in the Monrovia area alone

THERE IS A LOT OF ROOM FOR GROWTH BUT WITH THE MT. COFFEE HYDRO AND
T&D PROJECTS COMING ON LINE, THE LEC WILL BE ABLE TO SERVICE THE NEEDS
OF INCOMING INVESTORS

